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Story: Ashleigh Fay Pittaway wins Great Britain's second gold of
Lillehammer 2016 in Women's Individual Skeleton

Event: Lillehammer 2016 Winter Youth Olympic Games
Date: 19 February
Place: Lillehammer Olympic Sliding Centre, Lillehammer, Norway

SHOT LOG & Transcripts of sound-bytes:

Lillehammer Olympic Sliding Centre, Lillehammer, Norway

Ashleigh Fay Pittaway walking towards camera

Ashleigh Fay Pittaway changing ready to perform.

Ashleigh Fay Pittaway at the start of her run.

Ashleigh Fay Pittaway winning gold

British fans with the union jack flag.

SOUNDBYTE: Ashleigh Fay Pittaway Women's Individual Skeleton Champion,
Lillehammer 2016 Winter Youth Olympic Games. (English Language)
Answer: "Unbelievable it was bit unexpected because I haven't done well in training. It's
unbelievable because I was quite calm after the first round because I lead by quite a lot so
I could really focus on my run and really calm down and it was really a good race."

Ashleigh Fay Pittaway celebrating with the other medalists wrapped in her countries flag.

SOUNDBYTE: Ashleigh Fay Pittaway Women's Individual Skeleton Champion,
Lillehammer 2016 Winter Youth Olympic Games. (English Language)
Answer: "The most difficult part is to focus because people are jumping around some are
happy and some are sad so you just have to find a balance between talking to people and
concentrating."

Ashleigh Fay Pittaway stepping onto the podium and receiving her medal.

SOUNDBYTE: Ashleigh Fay Pittaway Women's Individual Skeleton Champion,
Lillehammer 2016 Winter Youth Olympic Games. (English Language)
**Shotlist and translation**

**Answer:** “Two weeks ago I had a training week here and it went really well and I improved so much and then when the official training started here my times got slower and it just pulled me down mentally but I knew I could do it. I cried a lot yesterday because it was a hard training session but I came to the start line and I said I know I can do it and I just tired to lie to myself basically.”

Ashleigh Fay Pittaway on the podium listening to the Great Britain national anthem.

Great Britain flag moving up the flagpole.

Ashleigh Fay Pittaway celebrating on the flagpole

Ashleigh Fay Pittaway biting her medal

**SOUNDBYTE:** Ashleigh Fay Pittaway Women’s Individual Skeleton Champion, Lillehammer 2016 Winter Youth Olympic Games. (English Language)

**Answer:** “I’m so happy, so happy.”

Holding her gold medal to camera.

**SOUNDBYTE:** Ashleigh Fay Pittaway Women’s Individual Skeleton Champion, Lillehammer 2016 Winter Youth Olympic Games. (English Language)

**Answer:** “Listen to your friends and listen to your coach and just keep calm and don’t get yourself down with and times or anything because race is race and training is training.”

End.
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